Thank you TLA Donors*

As a 501©3 education non-profit, the Texas Library Association relies on the generosity of library supporters to enable us to carry out our mission. Thank you to all of the individuals, organizations, and foundations that donated this year!

Luminary Society ($50K+)

- EBSCO: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund

Champion ($2,000+)

- Charles Butt: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Adam Kogut: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
- Janis Roberson: Wayne Williams Fund
- Dana Rooks: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
- William F. and Doris W. Oliver Foundation: Legislative Reserve Fund

Pillar ($1,000 - $1,999)

- Sean Desmond: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Kristi Taylor (Keen Bee Studio): Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Jessica Morales: Christina Woll Fund; Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Pratt Family Charitable Fund: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund

Guardian ($500 - $749)

- Brian Jaffe: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund

Promoter ($250 - $499)

- Jackie Dean: District 6 Fund
- Ronald Dickens (in memory of Virginia Harrell): Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
- Dorcas Hand: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Tracey Mendoza: Legislative Reserve Fund
- Joanna Montes (In recognition of: Kathryn Lee; in memory of Linda Thiebaud): Texas Bluebonnet Award Endowment Fund
- Carol Roark: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
- Patricia Smith: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
- Robert Zieger: Elizabeth Crabb Fund; Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund

Mentor ($100 - $249)

- Kathi Appelt (in memory of Teri Lesesne): Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Carol Bartz: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Deborah Beck: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Lynda and Jack Bertram: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Daniel Burgard: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Sarah Burk: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Karen Conyngham: Pat Smith Endowment Fund
• Jean Ferguson (in memory of James W. Ice): Elizabeth Crabb Fund; Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund; James Love Fund
• Christina Gola: Elizabeth Crabb Fund
• Christopher Goodridge (In recognition of: Kathryn Lee; in memory of Linda Thiebaud): Texas Bluebonnet Award Endowment Fund
• Carlyn Gray: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Kat Hendrix: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Mike and Susan Holloway (In recognition of: Amy Harrell; in memory of Virginia Harrell): Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Emily Kloeblen (In recognition of: Sarah Lawrence; in memory of Linda Thiebaud): Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Emily Maas: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Susan Mann: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Kerry McGrath: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Dale McNeill: Queers and Allies Round Table Fund
• Donalyn Miller: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Mark Smith: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Vanessa Stenulson: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Kelly Szymczak: Reference and Information Services Round Table Fund

Patron ($50 - $99)

• Linda Alexander: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Viki Ash (In recognition of: Abigail Ash Green): Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Graham Brown: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Diane Castro: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Mary Kathryn Chandler: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Kristin Cler: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Joe Dahstrom: Glen & Jerre Hetherington Fund
• Thomas Franzem: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Frank Guzzo: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Deborah Hall: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Dena Hirchak: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Katy Manck (In recognition of: Kathryn Lee; in memory of Linda Thiebaud): Texas Bluebonnet Award Endowment Fund
• Amy May (In recognition of: Krista Happel; in memory of Linda Thiebaud): Texas Bluebonnet Award Endowment Fund
• Ann Pellegrino: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Ramiro Salazar: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Bettizane Smith: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Kyle Ward (In recognition of: Leslie Whitaker; in memory of Betty Ruth Ward): Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence

Donor (Up to $49)

• Heather Adair: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Penny Appleby: Elizabeth Crabb Fund
• Patricia Boucher: Queers and Allies Round Table Fund
• Jane Kauer: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Kari Lavelle: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Amy Lovell (In recognition of: Leslie Whitaker): District 1 Fund
• Fran Manushkin: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Mandy Maguire: Pat Smith Endowment for Excellence
• Cathie Parsley: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Patricia Stella: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Marie Schow: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund
• Benjamin Voglewede: Whitten Intellectual Freedom Fund

*Contributions for FY2022, July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022.*